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Introduction

Method

The evaluation of the Voice of Norway application was based on a 
so-called "technical walkthrough" method in combination with a ques-
tionnaire in which the group's users answered specic questions about 
the usability of the application. Please note that the group members are 
not employed by Voice of Norway, but in fact are Erasmus students at 
Volda University College. As such, they are impartial in their opinions re-
garding the app. During the walkthrough, the users encountered the fol
lowing problems.

The tourism industry opens the doors for international guests to see and experi-
ence new cultures, nature and famous sights. From the Eiffel Tower to the Lofoten 
Islands in northern Norway. Back then, travel plans relied on recommendations 
from family and friends and the good old fashioned map. Meanwhile, in the digital 
age, the majority of travelers turn to the world wide web and digital travel guides. 
They are able to discover new nature trails or save sightseeing spots for a city visit 
with just a few clicks. But apart from the classic sightseeing spots, there is also a 
growing interest in regional areas and events that are not ooded with tourists. growing interest in regional areas and events that are not ooded with tourists. 
What could be better than an app that makes this possible. Learn about great re-
gions and stories of the country you're visiting with just a few clicks, or take a 
hiking route that not everyone knows about - or perhaps have an AR feature 
transport you back in time and learn interesting facts from another century. The 
Voice of Norway app makes this possible. In cooperation with various Norwegian 
companies, this application offers entertaining and informative content for visi
tors in Norway. 

This report illustrates approaches to make the current app even more aspirational 
and to utilize its full potential in the digital tourism industry. The evaluation is 
based on a selected methodology to identify changes and suggestions for improve-
ment in terms of interface, content and marketing opportunities. The central ques-
tion raised thereby is: How can the app be adapted to make it more attractive and 
user-friendly for international tourists in Norway? Let’s nd out!



From the moment the app is opened on 
the mobile device, the user is quite over-
whelmed due to a non-existent introduc-
tion and menu navigation structure. The 
app's home page shows most of the con-
tent, but with no explanation or purpose 
and therefore no logic structure. Several 
other icons and functions in the toolbar 
are also unsuitably named. An example 
would be that the user does not know 
what the library function entails and 
serves for. The provider function is not 
necessary for the use of the application 
itself and is not interesting for the user 
and would have to be named and set up and would have to be named and set up 
differently. 

Since the map function, which could be 
seen as a major feature in the VON con-
cept, is the last toolbar item and also 
named auto instead of a more tting 
name it can be easily overseen by the 
user and overshadowed by the rest of 
the content. The menu option in the 
upper left coupper left corner is certainly not the 
kind of menu a user would normally 
expect to nd. During the walkthrough, 
the user thought that he or she would 
nd more information about the app, 
available options, various content catego-
ries as opposed to user terms and condi
tions etc. There is also an option for 
users to sign up to, which is nice but 
there is no explanation what they sign 
themselves up to. 

Whenever the user clicks on any of the of-
fered content, he or she is prompted to 
download data to their mobile device without any explanation. Another problem 
that the user faced during the walkthrough is that some content, especially the AR 
content can only be opened when being at a certain location.

Interface



Pedagogical functionalities
Voice of Norway provides informative and entertaining content even for children, 
which is great if you want to reach as many audiences as possible, but none of the con-
tent is 100 percent developed. It is noticeable that a lot of things, such as the AR fea-
ture, have simply been added without being really advanced. 

The content structure for example Nearest is a good way to highlight attractions near 
the user's current location. However, the audio itself does not work on a frequent basis 
and the images aren't aesthetically pleasing enough to hold the user's interest. Moreo-
ver, the wording Points under an item is misleading and lets the user believe that Voice 
of Norway might be associated with a game rather than the number of attractions and 
sights the different topics have. 

However, one of the biggest problems with the pedagogic functionality the user faced 
during the technical tour is the lack of internationality, i.e. the possibility to change 
the language of the whole app and not only of selected content. Even though VON tar-
gets tourists by providing location-based experiences for travelers, it limits its audience 
only to Norwegian (or Scandinavian) speakers. English and Norwegian are mixed in 
the “home” section of the app and at rst glance it’s not obvious where to click to 
change the language. Once the user selects a type of content, he or she can change the 
language only between Nolanguage only between Norwegian and English, sometimes it’s only in Norwegian; on 
occasion, other languages are also possible to choose from but unfortunately as of yet 
exceptionally. It does not help the user when mostly only the points in the map can be 
shown in other languages but not all texts - it makes the app seem unstructured and 
not intuitive to use, especially for tourists who might be interested in the application. 



Severity ratings: 
usability problems

Missing language 
options 

No introduction to 
the app 

No stNo structured in-
terface 
„

Point“ system 
(private and loca-
tion) is unintelli-
gible. Needs to be 
explained and 
wording needs to 

change 

Map needs to be 
easier to access 

Audio feature 
does not work fre-
quently enough 

content is missing 
text paragraphs 

Needs to be more 
aesthetically 
pleasing 

To many target 
groups 

0
I don't see 
this as a 
usability 
problem

1
Doesn’t need 
to be xed 
unless extra 
time is 
available

2
Minor usa-
bility  prob-
lem: Low 
priority of 
xing it

X

X

X

3
Major usabili-
ty problem: 
High priority 
of xing it

X

X

X

X

X

4
Usability caUsability ca-
tastrophe: 
Has to be 
xed before 
product re-
lease

X



EXPLORERS OF NORWAY

Interface 

Based on the previously mentioned usability issues and given examples, we propose 
signicant changes within the interface content and target audience to realize the 
full potential of Voice of Norway. 

General

First of all, the name of the application might be misleading as there is also a song con-
test named The Voice Norway. Thus, it could be renamed as Voices of Norway as the app 
includes several places and stories about Norway. This implicates the many places, g-
ures and histories which are given a voice through the application. 
A central issue is the incomplete offer of the content in different languages. It is suggest-
ed to include an option to choose the language immediately when opening the app; until 
now it is only possible to do so in the map. By translating all texts and subpages in other 
languages it makes the application more accessible and interesting to a broader target 
group which also involves tourists and foreigners in Norway. 
Furthermore, the map could be connected to google and apple maps. Hence, if the user is 
interested in visiting a place which is said to be nearby, he or she can click on it and (if 
the location feature is switched on) the google or apple maps application opens automat-
ically and shows the route to the requested location. 

Besides the given option to like and share a content it would also be reasonable to pro-
vide a „review“ button offering the option to build up a community and communicate 
with other users. Through the review button connected to each topic  users can tell 
about their experience at/with the place  and recommend it to other users or share their 
fears etc. 

As mentioned as problematic pedagogical functionality, the wording points should be re-
named in tours so the user gets an idea of it being the number of attractions and sights 
the different topics have. 

Overall, the application in general is not easily accessible: The user has to download 
routes or be at the location to get access to the points of one main topic. But in the case 
of  the user being in nature or without roaming while using the application the content 
might be difcult to access or even inaccessible. As a solution the data and content could 
automatically be downloaded when installing the app. Because obstacles such as the 
downloading request make the app less intuitive and easy to use. 



Dropdown menu 

At the top of the dropdown menu a toggle button could be integrated to switch on and 
off the location of the user’s mobile device. By that, the application can locate where the 
user is and show what’s near to him or her. In this case, a pop-up notication appears on 
the display saying „Hei, you’re close to xy, do you want to hear more about it?“ and the 
user can reply with „yes“ or „show me later“.
Having downloaded a new app one wants to be oHaving downloaded a new app one wants to be offered information about the app itself. 
As this isn’t given with Voice of Norway, a subpage called „about us“ should be included 
as the rst menu item in the dropdown menu, containing an introduction and explana-
tion of the app and the “walkthrough”.
Another menu item beneath it could be named „contact us“ and include the subpages 
„report an issue“, „GDPR“ and „send us an email“ or „give us feedback“.
As the menu item „providers“ isn’t of huge impoAs the menu item „providers“ isn’t of huge importance and interest for the users them-
selves and seems more like B2B than B2C it could instead be included into the dropdown 
menu and renamed as „partners“ to not be as central as before.

Toolbar
 
It is recommended to merge the toolbar menu items „home“ and „search“ as they have 
the same content differently presented, i.e. with and without pictures on the interface. 
Since Voice of Norway is, among other factors, a map-based application, the map subpage 
should be a central element in the user interface instead of being the last option on the 
toolbar. Besides rearranging the item in the center of the toolbar it is suggested to also 
rename it to „places“ instead of „auto“ which is easier to understand and ts better its 
purpose. 
A new item in the right spot of the toolbar can be „pro le“: The user can sign up or in to A new item in the right spot of the toolbar can be „pro le“: The user can sign up or in to 
manage his or her account, save places and guides and see discounts or subscriptions for 
museums. 



Contact us

Partners 

Terms and conditions

previous providers page

customer services
report an issue
give us feedback

         Yes         Show me later

Hey, you’re close to xy.. do 
you want to hear more 

about it?



Marketing 

It was also witnessed that Voice of Norway has a lot of online and ofine marketing 
potential to offer, especially when the target group shifts mainly to international 
tourists that visit Norway or foreigners who moved to Norway. 
For a successful promotion, it would also be interesting to know (i.e. through a For a successful promotion, it would also be interesting to know (i.e. through a 
survey) how and where potential users learn about Voice of Norway. This knowledge 
could be of use to promote the application on points, online and ofine, where (po-
tential) users can be contacted best. One way to promote it would be via digital bill-
boards at Norwegian Airports (see Image below).

Anna-Lena is a 24 year old adult from Italy who recentAnna-Lena is a 24 year old adult from Italy who recent-
ly graduated University. Before starting her new cor-
porate job at a PR agency she decided to travel to 
Norway to explore and experience the Scandinavian 
lifestyle. Since it is her rst time in Norway and nei-
ther of her family and friends visited Norway and Oslo 
before she has no recommendations given beforehand 
and travels to Oslo without any big plans. This is 
where the VON app would be handy because it will 
help Anna-Lena to navigate herself through Oslo and 
the almost unlimited amounts of sightseeings, nature 
trails etc. that Norway has to offer. Once the app is 
downloaded to her device she will access all the infor-
mation needed in order to experience Norwegian cul
ture and nature like a local citizen. 

Target Group  

When looking at the new inteWhen looking at the new interface suggestions it becomes clear that the target 
group of VON would need to be modied. Instead of focusing on the various target 
groups the application is doing now, it  focuses on one target group: Tourists visit-
ing Norway. Hereby can be meant national but rst and foremost also international 
tourists that are interested in exploring the norwegian nature and culture. Based 
on this a new  target group persona would be: 



This way, tourists who visit Norway can immediately get in contact with Voice of 
Norway and download the app (i.e. via QR codes) before making tangible plans for 
their stay. However, advertising at national airports is not the only way this could 
be done. Museums (mainly outdoor and history museums) and tourist agencies in 
bigger Norwegian cities that draw tourists could also inform their visitors about 
the app along with its interface and content to guide them throughout their stay. 
Whether it is printed brochures or posters, these marketing tools are a great way to 
promote VON in both cultural and tourism centers. promote VON in both cultural and tourism centers. 
By working together with several suitable museums (outdoor, history), a discount 
or subscription option could be offered to users when signing up or in their „Voice 
of Norway“ account.

For those who are more active online, the marketing could take place on social 
media platforms, in the form of displayed ads on Instagram for example. Another 
way could be a cooperation with the website Visitnorway.com (also on their insta-
gram account). Since the website does not have a cross-media interface, VON could 
take over this role and provide all the important information for a vacation in 
Norway on a mobile device. 
Ads on other travel, outdoor and tourism  related websites can also be displayed to 
reach the target group not only via social media. 

Another possibility to gain more attention and reach more people, it is recommendAnother possibility to gain more attention and reach more people, it is recommend-
ed to offer the user the possibility to share the Voice of Norway contents (photo, 
video, audio) he or she consumes on other (social media) platforms with friends 
and followers, i.e. as is possible with Spotify songs to post on Instagram. A link to 
the VON social media accounts and to the website and app store is an effective cross 
media link as part of the marketing. 



Conclusion 

All things considered, the new approach in regards to the VON app is just one of the var-
ious suggestions that could be made based on the issues found during our evaluation. 
Even though this approach targets a more international audience it could pave the way 
for Voice of Norway to become a pioneer in the touristic sector. 

Anti-free-passenger paragraph

The group decided to choose The group decided to choose Voice of Norway as the object of the assign-
ment. Myra created a walkthrough based on the given text and went 
through it together with Lina and Hannah. Afterwards, the group took 
a look at the application and identied the problems and based on that 
worked on suggestions how to improve the application. We then divided 
the parts: Myra was responsible for Introduction, Method, Interface 
(Problems) and Marketing (Appeal); Hannah was responsible for Inter-
face (Appeal) and Marketing (Appeal); Lina was responsible for Target 
Group, the layout and design concept of the paper. 



Attachments 

Questionnaire 
Walkthrough 

Introduction 

Access

User Interface 
Arrangement 

TTextual Content 
and Tone 

Answer 

At home in Volda 

Misleading and easy to con
fuse as there is an entertainment 
and music program on TV 

Easy download via Appstore and Easy download via Appstore and 
no registration required, only if 
you want to sign up but you do 
not get to know the bene ts of 
creating an account within Voice 

of Norway

At rst glance, you don't know At rst glance, you don't know 
what it's about - there is no intro-

duction to the app 
Simple structuring of interests 

and areas 
Lacks a menu that takes you to 
different areas in the app rather 
than listing the technical features

No obvious menu item (lack of in-
troduction) 

There is no navigation structure 
The start page needs to be struc-
tured differently and the search 
page should be used as a menu 

item 

No icons used 

Less entertaining and more in-
formative and touristy. There is 
also AR content as a demo version  
and even content for children 

Open new sites for every feature 
but you need to download the con-
tent which is quite confusing

Question 

What is the environ-
ment you are in right 

now? 

What are your rst 
thoughts when the 
App name Voice of 
Norway comes to 

mind? 

How was the access? How was the access? 
Do you need to regis-

ter? 

Easy overview of the 
app? Is it self explana-
tory and accessible for 
everyone? (Guidelines 

to help)

Is there a central 
menu as a structural 
feature and is it obvi-
ous? Does the naviga-
tion structure remain 
on other levels? 

Are icons used?  

What type of content 
can you see? Purely 
entertaining or also 
informative? 

Are pop up windows Are pop up windows 
used/ embedded in the 
interface or do you 
open a new site when 
clicking on icons? 



Attachments 

Questionnaire 
Walkthrough 

Function and
 Features 

Answer 

Not every AR function works. 
Seems to be location dependent 
Currently only a demo version is 
offered. There are no clear instruc-
tions regarding AR function 

AR gets lost in the structure of the 
app 

Simple and neutral, no glitches, 
but also not appealing enough to 

hold interest
Work with more icons, layouts 
and one or two graphics 

No feature that google maps for No feature that google maps for 
example automatically opens once 
you chosen an attraction you want 

to visit 

Question 

How is the AR applica-
tion working where 
you are right now? 

How do you like the 
design?

Links to other ac-
counts to share con-

tent? 


